Adies Top Twenty Tips For New Pilots 

1. Don’t go flying alone.   
Flying alone is not dangerous in itself,  it’s actually safer, but if you were to have an accident would the general public see you, know what to do and how to call for help. 

2. Don’t be the first to take-off or the last to land.
If no one else is flying then ask yourself why. Do they know something you don’t?  Have they seen something you haven’t? If you are flying and everyone else has landed then land and ask them why? If they have landed for no reason you can always take-off again; better to be safe than sorry.

3. Have a Flight Plan.
This could be as easy as; I’m going to take-off, turn to the left, do a few beats then come in to land from the right . What you have actually done is thought about which way the wind is blowing, where your landing zone is and that your approach to land is clear and into wind.

4. Do your pre flight checks before every flight. 
Will (Wind and Weather)  Geordie  (Glider)  Have (Helmet)  His ( Harness)  Cat  (Controls)  Aboard  (All clear)  Today  (Turn)
or
SHOWER  Straps Helmet Observation Wind  Electronics Reserve

5. Keep landing and take-off areas clear.
Do not; rig, de-rig your wing or ground handle in these areas if pilots are flying. 

6. Look before you turn.
This is very important, not only for yourself but  it’s also an indication to other pilots of your intentions.

7. Keep a good lookout at all times.  
This helps to create a mental picture, aid spatial awareness and makes you  aware of changing weather conditions.

8.Always keep a Landing Zone within flying reach.
This may not be your  take-off area; it could be the beach , field  or anything that you can reach safely.
 
9. Don’t be in a hurry to get into your harness.
At take-off your wing is not fully loaded or at full flying speed this is the time your wing could collapse or sink unexpectedly, so you will need your feet below you .

10. Get out of your harness early to land.
By getting out early  pilots flying and also those on the ground become aware of your intensions and will make room for you as you approach. In addition it slows your ground speed down and gives you one less thing to do on landing. You are now in a good position, forward in your harness, with your legs down in case of any turbulence, wind shear or sudden loss of height.

11. Don’t put yourself under pressure to fly.
Especially if you haven’t flown for a while. If you’re not completely happy with your state of mind - the current weather conditions then don’t fly; there is always another day.

12. It is your decision to fly and not for others to make for you.
It is the duty of all pilots to step in and try to stop you from doing something stupid but they may not know your flying ability. If you are in any doubt as to the site or weather conditions seek the advice of a coach. If there are none available watch and assess the conditions and seek opinions from other pilots.

13. Don’t assume there will be lift.
Never let yourself get into a situation whereby you fly into an area with no LZ assuming there is going to be lift, you will get caught out,  remember tip 8.

14. Don’t fly into clouds.
You don’t know who or what else is in there and you could get disorientated, especially with no instruments. If you do get sucked into the cloud fly towards the bright side as this is where the cloud is thinnest .

15. Be very careful doing 360’s near the ridge.
Lots of pilots get caught out doing 360’s near the ridge and end up colliding with it because they didn’t take into account the downwind leg of the turn and the diving of the wing. Do these turns well in front and well above the ridge.

16. Keep a good distance apart whilst flying.
By keeping a good distance you will not be flying in their wash or be made to make a quick decision if they suddenly decided to turn. 

17. Don’t fly in high winds. 
If it is too strong to take-off at launch don’t go down the hill to take-off. Do you really want to sit there gale hanging?  In addition if the wind increases further you  could get blown back. As a rule if you need speed bar to fly, then land.

18. The more you turn the more you learn.
Flying up and down the ridge for an hour is great, but your flying development will be   a very slow progression. Try out new things; small wingovers, wingovers just using weight shift, tighter turns, pitch control, touch and go landings etc.

19. Read the site guides. 
The club has produced site guides for all of their sites that can be found  here. They have important information about site suitability, who to contact before you fly and the suitable wind direction.

20. Get in contact with the club coaches. 
The club has a team of dedicated coaches that give their time for free, they can be contacted here or you can make yourself known to them on site. You may not want formal coaching but it’s still good to know that they are keeping an extra eye on you.

